
PRESS and FAN QUOTES 
 
 
The song, Walk In Silence, is complete with Emily’s unique, charismatic tone and a hook that hangs 
around long after listening. – All Access Music 
 
A very hot music tip comes every week from our editorial team - online and of course ON AIR! The 
song has a typical dance beat to which Emily sets her cheeky vocals, which reminds us a bit of an 
older version of Kesha. - Absolut HOT (Germany) 
 
Move over Katy, there’s a new Perry in town. Like the other Perry, Emily finds power in juicing her 
libido with the hottest dance-floor beats. What sets her apart is her songs celebrate girl power in a 
way that encourages her millennial fans to embrace the fun of young romance. – Hot Spots 
Magazine 
 
Aussie artist Emily Perry is quickly becoming an act worth keeping an eye on as her latest track 
continues to attract attention in the US. - OzTix 
 
Sydney singer Emily Perry continues to make an impact in the US, as her hit track Boom has again 
climbed up the dance charts. – The Music 
 
Emily Perry’s release, Boom, was one of those few songs that enjoyed both #1 Breakout and Top 
Ten status. It has cemented her as a rising star in the music industry and puts in the company of 
other famous artists such as Kelly Clarkson, Dua Lipa, Pink, Bruno Mars and Marshmello who all 
shared the Top Ten with Emily and Boom. - Billboard 
 
We love the vibe of Boom. - OcchiMag 
 
Emily Perry is a driven, passionate and charismatic singer with a unique approach to her sound. Her 
latest single “Sugarcoated” is melodic and catchy, yet energetic and uplifting, echoing the work of 
artists such as Rihanna, Sia or Lorde, just to mention a few. – Bandcamp Diaries 
 
A young talented dancer and singer, Miss Emily Perry was featured on the Making Life Brighter 
Holiday Spectacular show. You won't believe this talented artist from Australia! -  Making Life Brighter 
Radio 
 
The singer is a sun drenched boat of fun and the song is cute and catchy. It makes one think of lazy 
summer days and summer love gone right or wrong. - Review (Sunset Child Remix)  
 
Her voice is something else, something new and would fit perfectly with today's audience. – 
Reverbnation 
 
At only 17 years of age, Emily Perry is a well seasoned performer. Also check the Sunset Child 
Remix for pure 80s dancefloor magic. – Kings of Spins 
 
I can see myself getting this song stuck in my head all day long. – Fan Comment 
 



Emily’s song Boom raced up the Nexus Radio Chart before making it to the #1 spot. This chart 
position put her ahead of mainstream established artists which was an outstanding effort for a new 
artists and certainly cements her position in the industry. – Nexus Radio 
 
What else can I say? I cannot imagine this song NOT becoming a big hit. – Fan Comment 
 
The vocals on this track were what stood out to me. The vocalist has a really sultry, kinda deeper 
voice that was really nice to listen to. I can see this being a nice song to relax to or slow dance to. – 
Fan Comment 
 
Emily played a leading role in the collaboration and production of the song and her contribution and 
talent is evidenced by its huge commercial success. – Carlos Battey, The Jackie Boyz, Producers 
 
The vocals, they’re magnificent and a fresh new sound. Your voice is amazing. – Fan Comment 
 
Sugarcoated is a swag of electronic beats and sound with a hooky melody, lyrics and soothing 
vocals. - Platinum award-winning singer/producer, Bec Caruana 
 
Sugarcoated! I love this track! – Daryl Dee, Sucasa Beats 
 
She may be just 18 but Emily is a seasoned professional in the studio. Her work ethic, her musicality 
and her creativity are above what would be expected of one so young. – Nathan Walters, Producer 
and Songwriter 
 
I was fortunate to be asked to collaborate with Emily on songs for her upcoming album and I was 
blown away by the talent, ability and maturity of this young lady. She is a songwriter and lead singer 
of exceptional ability and is achieving the commercial success that only a few can dream of. – Joe 
Cruz, Producer 
 
Fans loved the unique sound of the track that seemed to harken back to late 80s house while also 
mixing in today’s hi-energy fun. – The Palm Springs Standard 
 
 
 


